Abstract. The paper contains a generalization to the n-dimensional projective space over a commutative field of a famous theorem of Pappus.
There are, among points a % , at least n -k + 1 not belonging to J(B) = H^. We choose n -k -1, say ao,..., from them in such a way that dim J(ao,..., a n _fc_2, H2) = n -1. 
Thus we have n linearly independent points bo, • • •, frfc, c k+ 1,..., c"_i which are vertices of an (n -l)-dimensional simplex S contained in H2. Consider the (n -k -l)-dimensional subspace G determined by points ao,..., 2> b n . G cuts the faces of S in subspaces Gi i = 1,..., n. Finally we choose a point c n in G in such a way that c n ^ G t , all i. We have still to show that Sj = Sj for j = n -k -1,..., n. Observe that k n k n s j=n 5i J n n =n ^n p| stJ f0rj=n~k~ 1,..., n. Proof. Obviously, without loss of generality, we may assume that aj $ H2 for j > k. Suppose we choose in P n an allowable coordinate system in such a way that the j-th coordinate of point aj equals to Sj, the equation of H2 is bnj .
-¿j jf, * = 0,...,n-l, 1^3, Sjj = -^, sjn = 1, 3 = k,... ,n-1.
Observe that n-1 Proof. Of course, we may consider k < n -2. 
